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	body text 1: Our research program is focused on electronic structures (the distribution of electrons) and molecular structures (the network of bonding interactions) and their interplay in organic and biologically relevant molecules. Both are of fundamental importance in chemistry, and we are particularly interested in how small changes in either can influence reactivities. For the systematic knowledge needed to uncover a link between structure and reactivity, we employ selected experimental (synthetic, spectroscopic) and computational techniques. Our projects usually arise from observations such as a dramatic change in reactivity upon a change in substituent or an unexpected change in geometry between closely related molecules. In terms of electronic structures, we are currently interested in stereoelectronic and resonance effects in compounds as varied as N-sulfinylamines (R–NSO),
	body text 2: nitrilimines (R–CNN–R) and phenol radical species, and a wide array of tools from electronic structure theory allows us to explain the experimentally observed data. Our molecular structure studies currently focus on nucleic acid bases and their involvement in hydrogen bonding or stacking interactions as well as the complexation of N-sulfinylamines, and we gain insight into weak bonding interactions from topological analyses of the electron density. And so we can, for example, uncover a cooperativity between an intramolecular weak hydrogen bonding and a complexing interaction for N-sulfinylamines that might have impact on their reactivity.


